
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer affects nearly one in every 11
women in the UK and is responsible for
21 000 deaths a year. Of the 36 000 new
cases of breast cancer each year in England
and Wales, most patients will present with
primary operable disease.1 Around three-
quarters of breast cancer cases are
diagnosed from patients who are
symptomatic.2

GPs act as gatekeepers responsible for
clinical assessment and have to prioritise
patients for referral to specialist breast
clinics. It is estimated that a GP will see
between six and 34 new patients with
symptomatic breast problems every year,
but only one case of breast cancer.3–7 Early
diagnosis of breast cancer benefits patients
in terms of improved chance of survival;
timely and appropriate assessment and
referral is a critical step in terms of
improved early diagnosis.

Clinical guidelines have been developed
to enhance the referral process for breast
cancer. Initial research reported that these
guidelines did improve the referral process,
increasing appropriate referrals in those
subsequently diagnosed with breast cancer
and reducing potentially inappropriate
referrals of those women at low risk of
breast cancer.8–10

A further change in the procedure for
diagnosing breast cancer was the
introduction of the ‘2-week rule’ by the UK

Department of Health, which set targets for
clinics to see patients with suspected
breast cancer within a 2-week period,
prioritising patients as being ‘urgent’ and
other referrals as ‘routine’.11 An
improvement in the diagnostic process
from this initiative has not been realised;
observational research shows that the
number of cases of breast cancers in the
2-week rule population has fallen, while the
number of those in the routinely referred
group has increased.12 Furthermore, over a
third of referrals are deemed to be
inappropriate and large differences in GP
referral patterns persist.13,14–19 This poor
performance of breast cancer referral
guidance is attributed to the limited
diagnostic value of the clinical criteria on
which the guidelines are based.12

Clinical prediction rules are clinical tools
that quantify the contribution of the history,
physical examination, and diagnostic tests,
and stratify patients according to the
probability of having a target disorder.20 The
outcome of interest can be diverse and
range across the diagnostic, prognostic, and
therapeutic spectrum. Furthermore,
clinical prediction rules have been
developed, validated, and used across the
primary, secondary, and tertiary care
settings.20 Developing and validating a
clinical prediction rule is a particular form of
observational epidemiological research
that requires reference to specific
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Abstract
Background
An evidence-based approach is needed to
identify women with breast symptoms who are
most likely to have breast cancer so that timely
and appropriate referral can take place.

Aim
To report the development and validation of a
clinical prediction rule for the diagnosis of
breast cancer.

Design and setting
Cohort study with two prospective groups of
women: those presenting to a symptomatic
breast clinic (derivation cohort) and a separate
cohort presenting to 11 general practices
(validation cohort) in Tayside, Scotland.

Method
Regression analysis was used to derive a
clinical prediction rule from presenting
symptoms, personal and family history, and
clinical findings. Validation consisted of
estimating the number of breast cancers
predicted to occur compared with the actual
number of observed breast cancers across
deciles of risk.

Results
In the derivation cohort of 802 patients, 59 (7%)
were diagnosed with breast cancer.
Independent clinical predictors for breast
cancer were: increasing age by year (adjusted
odds ratio [AOR] 1.10, 95% confidence interval
[CI] = 1.07 to 1.13); presence of a discrete lump
(AOR 15.20, 95% CI = 4.88 to 47.34); breast
thickening (AOR 7.64, 95% CI = 2.23 to 26.11);
lymphadenopathy (AOR 3.63, 95% CI = 1.33 to
9.92); and lump ≥2 cm (AOR 5.41, 95% CI = 2.36
to 12.38). All eight patients with skin tethering
had breast cancer. The regression model had
good predictive power, identifying all five breast
cancers in the validation cohort of 97 patients in
the top two deciles of risk.

Conclusion
The clinical prediction rule discriminates
between patients at high risk of breast cancer
from those at low risk, and can be implemented
as an evidence-based recommendation to
enhance appropriate referral from general
practice to a symptomatic breast clinic.
Ongoing validation in further populations
is required.
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methodological standards. Conventionally,
clinical prediction rules go through three
distinct stages before full implementation in
a clinical setting:

1. Development of the clinical prediction
rule, establishing the independent and
combined effect of explanatory variables
that can include symptoms, signs, or
diagnostic tests.

2. Narrow and broad validation: the
explanatory variables or clinical
predictors in the derivation clinical
prediction rule set are assessed in
separate populations.

3. Impact analysis of the clinical prediction
rule, assessed by means of a randomised
controlled trial: the impact of applying the
clinical prediction rule in a clinical setting
is measured either by patient outcome,
health-professional behaviour, resource
use, or any combination of these
outcomes.21

The aim of this study was to develop
and validate a clinical prediction rule in
women presenting with breast symptoms,
so that a more evidence-based approach to
referral — which would include urgent
referral under the 2-week rule — could be
implemented as part of clinical-practice
guidance.

METHOD
Study design and participants
The study comprised two cohorts of
patients: a derivation cohort and a validation
group. For the derivation study, consecutive
patients attending the symptomatic breast
clinic at Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, who
were referred by a GP between February

and June 2007, were recruited. Patients
attending for reasons related to cosmetic
surgery or previous conservative breast
surgery were excluded.

Data collection was based on current
clinical guidelines and previous studies that
report the clinical features in women
presenting with breast symptoms in a
breast referral clinic.22–25 A research nurse
collected clinical information on history and
examination findings by staff in the
symptomatic breast clinic, with the agreed
data collection form as the template. The
research nurse was unaware of the clinical
outcome or diagnosis of breast cancer at
the time of data collection.

For the validation cohort, 11 participating
general practices in the region agreed to
recruit all women who attended for an
initial consultation regarding symptomatic
breast problems between January 2006
and June 2007. Patients were excluded if
the consultation was related to issues
around cosmetic surgery or breastfeeding
problems. A structured history and
examination was performed and
documented by participating GPs for each
patient. Eligible patients were identified by
GPs to a research nurse, who contacted the
patient to ask for consent to participate in
the study; if granted, medical note review
and a telephone interview conducted by the
research nurse were then used to complete
full data collection for all patients.

Patient outcome
All patients in the two cohorts were traced
for a diagnosis of breast cancer using the
regional prospective cancer audit in the year
following their initial consultation. This audit
identifies all diagnosed breast cancers to
allow reporting on the standards of care
against national targets and is the basis of
cancer registry returns. For patients
identified by general practices within the
validation cohort, onward referral to the
symptomatic clinic was recorded as a
secondary outcome. Ascertainment of
outcome was blind in relation to initial
clinical assessment for both the derivation
and validation cohorts.

Data handling and plan of analysis
To protect patient confidentiality and
privacy, all data was anonymised by a data
analyst at the Health Informatics Centre,
University of Dundee, using standardised

How this fits in
Breast cancer is a common problem
with most patients presenting to their GP.
GPs need to identify patients at high risk
and refer them urgently for specialist
assessment, while offering reassurance to
those at low risk. This clinical prediction
rule provides evidence that should enable
GPs to stratify patients according to the
probability of breast cancer, thereby
improving the referral process.
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operating procedures. The anonymised
dataset was then transferred to the
researcher for analysis. The study was
approved by the Tayside Research Ethics
Committee and Caldicott Guardian.

Derivation of the clinical prediction rule
was based on the cohort of patients
recruited from the symptomatic breast
clinic. Descriptive statistics were generated
in terms of potential explanatory variables
and clinical outcome of breast cancer. A
consultant breast surgeon assessed
symptoms for those patients who
presented with bilateral symptoms that
differed between breasts to identify which
breast symptoms to include in the analysis.

The first stage of the analysis was to
investigate the univariable associations for
the explanatory variables — namely clinical
history and examination findings — with the
outcome of breast cancer. These results are
expressed as odd ratios (ORs); values of >1
indicate increased odds of the presence of
breast cancer, while values of <1 indicate
decreased odds of breast cancer. For
inclusion into the multivariable logistic
regression model, explanatory variables
had be considered of prior clinical
importance or be associated with a
threshold P-value of ≤0.15. The final
multivariate regression model was used to
create a simple-to-follow, text-based
clinical prediction rule.

For validation of the clinical prediction
rule, the predicted probabilities were
compared with the observed probabilities
for breast cancer by means of calibration of
the model. The model was calibrated by
applying the regression co-efficients from
the derivation cohort to the individuals in
the validation cohort, generating expected
and observed probabilities of breast cancer.
Deciles of risk categories of expected and
observed breast cancer cases were
generated and goodness of fit assessed by
the Hosmer-Lemeshow test.26 All data
analysis was carried out using Stata
(version 8, Stata Corporation, Texas, US).

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics
There were 851 patient consultations
recorded at the symptomatic breast clinic
during the study period. Twelve women
attended on two separate occasions; in
these cases clinical features on initial
presentation were used. Seven patients
were excluded as they were seen for
reasons other than symptomatic breast
problems. Thirty patients were included in
the validation cohort identified from general
practices and so were excluded from the

Table 1. Univariable associations between explanatory variables and
breast cancer

Number of Number with Unadjusted odds ratio
Explanatory variable patients cancer (%) (95% CI) P-value
Total number of patients 802 59 (7)
Age, years
25–39 272 3 (1) 1.0
40–49 244 8 (3) 3.04 (0.80 to 11.59) 0.104
50–59 122 8 (7) 6.29 (1.64 to 24.15) 0.007
60–69 87 13 (15) 15.75 (4.37 to 56.74) <0.001
70–79 56 18 (32) 42.47 (11.95 to 151.03) <0.001
≥80 21 9 (43) 67.25 (16.11 to 280.70) <0.001
Socioeconomic status (Carstairs category)
1 50 3 (6) 1.0
2 127 15 (12) 2.10 (0.58 to 7.59) 0.259
3 168 13 (8) 1.31 (0.36 to 4.81) 0.680
4 68 3 (4) 0.72 (0.14 to 3.74) 0.699
5 56 8 (14) 2.61 (0.65 to 10.44) 0.175
6 116 5 (4) 0.71 (0.16 to 3.07) 0.642
7 54 4 (7) 1.25 (0.27 to 5.90) 0.775
Unknown 163 8 (5) 0.81 (0.21 to 3.17) 0.761
Obesity classification
Underweight 11 1 (9) 1.0
Healthy weight 319 18 (6) 0.60 (0.07 to 4.93) 0.633
Overweight 181 16 (9) 0.97 (0.12 to 8.07) 0.977
Obese 93 12 (13) 1.48 (0.17 to 12.63) 0.719
Morbidly obese 15 1 (7) 0.71 (0.04 to 12.83) 0.819
Not recorded 183 11 (6) 0.64 (0.07 to 5.46) 0.683
Smoking history
Current 147 6 (4) 1.0
Previous 43 4 (9) 2.41 (0.65 to 8.97) 0.189
Never 414 26 (6) 1.57 (0.63 to 3.91) 0.327
Unknown 198 23 (12) 3.09 (1.22 to 7.79) 0.017
Menopausal status
Premenopausal 468 10 (2) 1.0
Perimenopausal 269 46 (17) 9.45 (4.68 to 19.07) <0.001
Postmenopausal 45 2 (4) 2.13 (0.45 to 10.04) 0.339
Unknown 20 1 (5) 2.41 (0.29 to 19.81) 0.413
Regular periods 306 5 (2) 0.14 (0.05 to 0.34) <0.001
Currently pregnant 5 0 (0) n/a
Contraception
Oral contraceptive 76 1 (1) 0.15 (0.02 to 1.12) 0.065
Intra-uterine device 36 2 (6) 0.73 (0.17 to 3.12) 0.673
Hormone replacement therapy
Current user 24 3 (13) 1.84 (0.53 to 6.36) 0.334
Past user 114 9 (8) 1.09 (0.52 to 2.29) 0.812
Ever user 138 12 (9) 1.25 (0.64 to 2.42) 0.509
Hysterectomy 74 6 (8) 1.12 (0.47 to 2.71) 0.795
Number of pregnancies
0 181 8 (4) 1.0
1–3 490 36 (7) 1.71 (0.78 to 3.76) 0.179
≥4 131 15 (11) 2.80 (1.15 to 6.81) 0.023

... continued
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derivation cohort. This left 802 patients who
were referred by 65 different general
practices for symptoms suggestive of
breast cancer.

There were a total of 59 (7%) patients

diagnosed with cancer, one (0.1%) with
ductal carcinoma in situ, 101 (13%) with a
benign lump, 112 (14%) with a cyst or
abscess, 59 (7%) with muscular problems,
and 183 (23%) with other diagnoses.

Table 1 continued. Univariable associations between explanatory
variables and breast cancer.

Number of Number with Unadjusted odds ratio
Explanatory variable patients cancer (%) (95% CI) P-value
Past history
Any breast problems 306 13 (4) 0.43 (0.23 to 0.82) 0.010
Previous clinic attendance 373 16 (4) 0.40 (0.22 to 0.73) 0.003
Breast cancer 35 2 (6) 0.75 (0.18 to 3.23) 0.704
Ductal carcinoma in situ 3 0 (0) n/a
Breast lump 101 4 (4) 0.48 (0.17 to 1.37) 0.171
Breast cyst/abscess 108 5 (5) 0.58 (0.22 to 1.47) 0.249
Breast pain 21 0 (0) n/a
Other breast problem 40 2 (5) 0.65 (0.15 to 2.77) 0.561
Signs after examination
No signs 147 2 (1) 1.0
Unilateral 545 52 (10) 7.64 (1.84 to 31.78) 0.005
Bilateral — 74 0 (0) n/a
same in each breast

Bilateral — 36 5 (14) 11.69 (2.17 to 63.06) 0.004
different between breasts

Discrete lump 284 53 (19) 19.58 (8.30 to 46.19) 0.001
Breast thickening 66 8 (12) 1.85 (0.84 to 4.09) 0.127
Abscess 0 0 (0) n/a
Breast pain 180 0 (0) n/a
Nipple discharge 25 1 (4) 0.52 (0.07 to 3.89) 0.521
Nipple retraction 16 0 (0) n/a
Nipple eczema 1 1 (100) n/a
Lymphadenopathy 59 14 (24) 4.83 (2.47 to 9.44) <0.001
Other (skin nodules, 100 1 (1) 0.11 (0.02 to 0.82) 0.031
general nodularity)

Lump size
>2 cm 66 6 (9) 4.18 (1.56 to 11.17) 0.004
≥2 cm 94 38 (40) 28.36 (14.70 to 54.73) <0.001
Lump shape
Vague thickening 0 0 (0) n/a
Round, oblong mass 2 2 (100)
Irregular 1 0 (0)
Lump mobility
Mobile 19 2 (10) 1.74 (0.39 to 7.76) 0.466
Tethered to skin or
chest wall 8 8 (100) n/a

Lump texture
Smooth 7 2 (29) 5.18 (0.98 to 27.29) 0.052
Irregular 0 0 (0) n/a
Spongy 0 0 (0) n/a
Further details on nipple discharge
Persistent 2 0 (0) n/a
Bloodstained 4 0 (0) n/a
Total number of signs
0 147 2 (1) 1.0
1 583 39 (7) 5.20 (1.24 to 21.78) 0.024
2 68 15 (22) 20.52 (4.54 to 92.75) <0.001
3 4 3 (75) 217.50 (15.23 to 3 105.68) <0.001
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Derivation cohort
Univariable associations for clinical features
of women presenting with breast symptoms
show that increasing age, perimenopausal
status, number of pregnancies, difference
on examination between breasts, presence
of a discrete or smooth lump, a lump ≥2 cm,
lymphadenopathy, and increasing number
of clinical signs were all associated with
breast cancer (Table 1). Of note, all eight
women who presented with tethering of the
skin were found to have breast cancer.

In terms of independent clinical
predictors for breast cancer, the final
logistic regression model shows that
increasing age, the presence of a discrete
lump, thickening of the breast, presence of
lymphadenopathy, and presence of a lump
≥2 cm are all independently associated with
breast cancer (Table 2). All eight patients
(1%) who were recorded as having a lump
that was tethered to the skin or chest wall
after examination were subsequently
diagnosed with cancer; however, this could
not be included in the final model because
of an absent comparison group of women,
who did not develop breast cancer.

Validation cohort
There were 202 patients identified by 11
general practices as presenting with
symptoms suggestive of breast cancer.
However, telephone contact details for 59
patients could not be traced, six patients
had the wrong phone contact, and 19 could
not be contacted. Of the 118 patients
contacted, 16 declined participation and five
failed to return written consent; this gave a
total of 97 patients providing data for the
validation study. Of these, 73 (75%) were
referred to the symptomatic breast clinic;
five (5%) were subsequently diagnosed as
having breast cancer.

The clinical characteristics of the
validation cohort and the proportion
diagnosed with cancer for each of the
explanatory factors from the derivation
cohort are shown in Table 3. The validation
cohort was split into deciles of risk based on
the derivation model and the expected and
observed cancers recorded (Figure 1). All
observed breast cancers occurred in the top
two deciles (top quintile) of expected risk. A
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test for
the calibration of the model (HLGOFCS)
shows no significant difference between
expected and observed breast cancers
(HLGOFCS = 7.02, P = 0.73), but the plot
suggests the number of cancers was
overestimated for those at highest risk
(top decile).

DISCUSSION
Summary
This clinical prediction rule shows that
increasing age, presence of a discrete lump,
presence of a lump ≥2 cm in size,
thickening of the breast, lymphadenopathy,
and the presence of a lump tethered to the
skin or chest wall all independently
increase the probability of a woman having
breast cancer. Validation of the rule shows
that probability of breast cancer is higher
with an increasing number of these
independent clinical predictive factors.

Use of the clinical prediction rule may
enable a more rational and evidence-based
approach to clinical assessment in primary
care and would allow stratification in terms
of routine and urgent referral to specialist
breast care clinics. For women with a low
probability of breast cancer, the clinical
prediction rule would also enable alternative
strategies, aside from immediate referral,
such as watchful waiting.

Table 2. Independent
associations between
explanatory variables and
breast cancer.

Adjusted odds
Explanatory variable ratio (95% CI)
Increasing age 1.10 (1.07 to 1.13)
(additional year)
Discrete lump 15.20 (4.88 to 47.34)
Breast thickening 7.64 (2.23 to 26.11)
Lymphadenopathy 3.63 (1.33 to 9.92)
Size of lump
<2 cm 1.0
≥2 cm 5.41 (2.36 to 12.38)
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Figure 1. Expected versus
observed breast cancers
by decile of predicted risk
in the validation cohort.
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Strengths and limitations
There are several strengths to this study. It
is a pragmatic study, with few women
excluded in the derivation dataset, ensuring
high external validity. By generating
independent clinical risk factors, the key

relevant clinical ingredients can be gathered
in a relatively easy way. By providing
weighted scores, the incremental value of
elements from the clinical prediction rule
enables a quantified, continuous, risk-
based approach.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of symptoms and signs in relation to
breast cancer in validation cohort.
Explanatory variable Number of patients Number with cancer (%)
Total number of patients 97 5 (5)
Age, years
25–39 28 0 (0)
40–49 31 2 (6)
50–59 14 0 (0)
60–69 11 0 (0)
70–79 10 2 (20)
≥80 3 1 (33)
Socioeconomic status (Carstairs category)
1 11 1 (9)
2 16 1 (6)
3 41 3 (7)
4 12 0 (0)
5 2 0 (0)
6 5 0 (0)
7 1 0 (0)
Unknown 9 0 (0)
Obesity classification
Underweight 0 0 (0)
Healthy weight 44 3 (7)
Overweight 25 2 (8)
Obese 22 0 (0)
Morbidly obese 3 0 (0)
Not recorded 3 0 (0)
Smoking history
Current 25 1 (4)
Previous 17 2 (12)
Never 46 2 (4)
Unknown 9 0 (0)
Menopausal status
Premenopausal 46 0 (0)
Perimenopausal 31 3 (10)
Postmenopausal 17 2 (12)
Unknown 3 0 (0)
Oral contraceptive user ever 71 3 (4)
Hormone replacement therapy user ever 17 1 (6)
Ever pregnant 82 5 (6)
Number of pregnancies
0 2 0 (0)
1–3 62 5 (8)
≥4 18 0 (0)
Past history
Any breast problems 60 4 (7)
Previous clinic attendance 43 1 (2)
Breast cancer 3 0 (0)
Breast lump 37 3 (8)
Breast abscess 9 1 (11)
Breast pain 41 1 (2)

... continued
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The limitations of the study relate
principally to the validation cohort, which is
underpowered and, in terms of strength of
evidence, represents a narrow validation of
the clinical prediction rule.20,21 Only 97 of the
202 patients identified as eligible for the
validation cohort consented to the study
and, based on known prevalence figures,
these numbers are low; it would seem likely
that the practices may have not recruited all
eligible women to the validation cohort.
These shortcomings create a potential for
spectrum bias.

There are other limitations of this study:
the size of the validation cohort relative to
the number of predictors is limited, and
further validation is necessary in different
primary care population groups that have
larger numbers of cases of breast cancer.
This is so that the robustness of the clinical

values contained in the clinical prediction
rule can be further assessed.27

Comparison with existing literature
A total of 7% of patients in the derivation
cohort who were referred were found to
have breast cancer, a figure similar to that
given in two other UK studies of patients in
breast care clinics who were referred.12,13

This enhances the external validity of this
study’s findings.20,21 In a US breast care
clinic, breast cancer occurred in 22.8% of
women who were referred; this higher
figure probably reflects the differing referral
and access patterns between healthcare
systems in the UK and the US. Indeed, in the
US cohort, referral was restricted only to
women with a palpable breast lump.24,28,29

The five (5%) women who had breast
cancer in the validation cohort set in 11

Table 3 continued. Descriptive statistics of symptoms and signs in
relation to breast cancer in validation cohort.
Explanatory variable Number of patients Number with cancer (%)
Signs after examination
Discrete lump 50 5 (10)
Thickening 9 1 (11)
Abscess 1 0 (0)
Breast pain 34 2 (6)
Nipple discharge 9 0 (0)
Nipple retraction 5 0 (0)
Nipple eczema 1 0 (0)
Lymphadenopathy 5 2 (40)
Other (skin nodules,
general nodularity) 4 1 (25)

Further details on lump
Lump size
<2 cm 13 1 (8)
≥2 cm 14 2 (14)
Lump shape
Round, oblong mass 8 2 (25)
Irregular 3 0 (0)
Lump mobility
Mobile 16 2 (25)
Tethered to skin or chest wall 5 2 (40)
Lump texture
Smooth 11 2 (18)
Irregular 6 2 (33)
Spongy 1 0 (0)
Further details on nipple discharge
Persistent 7 0 (0)
Bloodstained 5 0 (0)
Total number of signs
0 22 0 (0)
1 46 1 (2)
2 18 2 (11)
3–4 11 2 (18)
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general practices is comparable to previous
studies examining the underlying cause in
women presenting with breast symptoms in
US primary care.30,31

The clinical variables included in the
clinical prediction rule have clinical and
content validity. The presence of a breast
lump is the most common presenting
symptom in patients with breast cancer32

and is also the most predictive symptom
and sign.28,31 Finding a lump of ≥2 cm
increases the risk of cancer;24 additionally
the incidence of breast cancer is
consistently shown to be associated with
increasing age.24,29

Implications for research and practice
Current clinical guidelines do not appear to
offer clear advantages in terms of
enhancing the referral process with regard
to correctly prioritising urgent referrals,
correctly reducing the number of breast
cancer cases among non-urgent referrals,
or diminishing the number of unnecessary
referrals (women at low risk who could be
‘watchfully waited’ or reassured in primary
care without recourse to be referred to a
specialist breast clinic).12

A simplified scoring system based on the
regression model using a standard
technique can be generated; this is shown
in Table 4.33 This would allow GPs to
construct a simple score for patients who
are symptomatic. If we selected a referral
threshold based around a score of ≥4, this
would be equivalent to a post-test
probability of breast cancer of 5–8%.

Selecting a referral threshold would
require more analysis — preferably within a
much larger validation study — and would
also need to acknowledge an acceptable
trade-off, in terms of cost-effectiveness,
between missed cancers and unnecessary
investigations.

Using the regression model to calculate
individual risk, these data would suggest
that a 40-year-old woman with a discrete
lump of ≥2.0 cm would have a 13% risk of
breast cancer; a 60-year-old woman with a
discrete lump, a 20% risk of breast cancer;
and a 60-year-old woman with a discrete
lump of ≥2.0 cm, a 60% risk of breast
cancer. Estimated breast cancer risk could
easily be accomplished by use of a
programmed personal digital assessment
that links to management strategies —
namely watchful waiting or immediate

referral — based on the regression co-
efficients.34

A high proportion of patients with cancer
in the derivation cohort presented with a
discrete lump (90%, 53/59), while 53 of 284
(19%) women in the derivation cohort with a
discrete lump had breast cancer. However,
it is important to emphasise that the
absence of a lump does not preclude breast
cancer, as seen in 10% of this cohort, and
that clinical breast examination may not
detect all lumps in cases of breast
cancer.35,36

This study is consistent with the
emerging literature, which shows that the
referral threshold of GPs to specialist breast
clinics is falling. Previous studies report
referral rates of >30% of women who are
symptomatic and seen in primary care,4

whereas three-quarters of patients in the
validation cohort were referred for
assessment.

Factors driving a lower referral threshold
are likely to be multifactorial and include
patient preferences (women being averse to
reassurance without specialist
assessment), health professional related
factors (lack of awareness concerning
indications for referral or risk aversion,
missing a case of breast cancer) and health
system related factors (ease of availability of
breast care clinic).

In the derivation cohort, over a third (36%)
of patients did not meet referral criteria
based on past history, symptoms, and
signs, and would constitute a group of

Table 4. Scoring system for
onward referral for breast
cancer.a

Factor Score
Age, years
<40 0
40–49 1
50–59 2
60–69 3
≥70 4
Discrete lump 2
Breast thickening 2
Lymphadenopathy 1
Lump size
<2 cm 0
≥2 cm 2

aReferral process guided by total score. Probability

of breast cancer is 5–8% once score reaches

threshold of risk score 4.
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women at low risk of having breast cancer.
Although GPs may have had other reasons
to refer them, most likely due to patient
preference, such a large proportion of
referrals will have several untoward
consequences, such as delaying
assessment of patients at higher risk, while
placing women at low risk at greater risk of
iatrogenic harm through unnecessary

diagnostic work-up.
Further validation of the rule, as well as

assessment of its impact on referral
practice, influence of improved
prioritisation, and timely identification of
women whose breast symptoms warrant
urgent assessment, is needed. Future
studies should compare these potential
benefits against current clinical guidelines.
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